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 DATA INDEXING AND OVERLAYS 

Data stored in distributed systems are located through indexing mechanisms. There are  

three types of indexing: 

1. Centralized: This indexing entails the use of one or a few central servers to store 

references or indexes to the data on many peers. The DNS lookup as well as the 

lookup by some early P2P networks such as Napster used a central directory lookup. 

2. Local: This indexes to the objects at various peers being scattered across other peers 

throughout the P2P network. To access the indexes, a structure is used in the P2P 

overlay to access the indexes. Distributed indexing is the most challenging of 

the indexing schemes, and many novel mechanisms have been proposed, most 

notably the distributed hash table (DHT). Various DHT schemes differ in the hash 

mapping, search algorithms, diameter for lookup, search diameter, fault-tolerance, and 

resilience to churn. 

3. Distributed: This requires each peer to index only the local data objects and remote 

objects need to be searched for. This form of indexing is typically used in unstructured 

overlays in conjunction with flooding search or random walk search. 

 

 
Fig: Mapping between address space and object space 

Another criterion for classifying indexing mechanism are based on their semantic 

structure: semantic indexing and semantic free indexing. 

Semantic indexing: A semantic index is human readable. A semantic index 
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mechanism supports keyword searches, range searches, and approximate searches. 

 Semantic free indexing: This is not human readable and corresponds to the index 

obtained by a hash mechanism. These searches are not supported by semantic free 

index mechanisms. 

Distributed Indexing  Structured Overlay 

 

 Deterministic mapping allows a very fast and deterministic lookup to satisfy 

queries for the data. These lookup systems use a hash table for the mapping. 

 The hash function maps keys to values, along with the regular structure of the 

overlay. This facilitates fast search for the location of the file. 

 An implicit characteristic of such a deterministic mapping of a file to a location is that 

the mapping can be based on a single characteristic of the file. 

 The main drawback in this mapping is that arbitrary queries cannot be handled 

directly. 

 Another notable limitation is the overhead occurred due to insertions and deletions of 

files in distributed environment. 

Unstructured overlays 

 This P2P network topology does not have any particular controlled structure. 

 It do not have any control over where files or data is located. 

 Each peer typically indexes only its local data objects, hence, it uses local indexing. 

 Node joins and departures are easy since, the local overlay is simply adjusted. 

 File placement is independent of the topology. 

 But searching a file may incur high message overhead and high delays. 

 The major advantage is that unstructured overlays support complex queries because 

The P2P network topology has a definite structure, and the placement of files or 

data in this network is highly deterministic according to an algorithmic mapping. 
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the search criteria can be arbitrary. 

 The lack of fixed topology paves way for the formation of new topology. 

 Some of the topologies are: 

Power law random graph (PLRG): This is a random graph where the node degrees 

follow the power law 

Normal random graph: This is a normal random graph where the nodes typically 

have a uniform degree. 

Differences between structured and unstructured overlay networks 

 

Structured overlay Unstructured overlay 

The networks are constructed over a 

predetermined topology. 

There is no specific topology. 

The connections are also predetermined. Random and dynamic connections can be 

established. 

 

The insertion and deletion of nodes 

imposes high overhead over the network 

performance. 

They offer better resilience to network 

dynamics. Insertion and deletions of nodes is 

simpler. 

This offers faster response time, better 

performance and lower diameter. 

This has comparatively worse performance, 

node reachability, response time and no 

guarantee for the diameter. 

They are more scalable. They lack scalability. 

They do not support arbitrary searches. They support arbitrary searches. 

Vulnerable to attacks. Resilience to attacks. 

EG: Chord EG: Gnutella 
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